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BANOVA® grown light - made strong

BANOVA® PLY – light and solid

For recreational vehicles
weight plays an increasing-
ly important role. Whether

more payload, lower fuel con-
sumption or legal limits on the
drivers license - the customer
wants the lightest possible
recreational vehicle. Often opti-
mization experiments of the
design engineers did not fulfill
the expectations. With BANOVA®

3A Composites offers designers
a material to slash weight.

BANOVA® is available as BANO-
VA® PLY, BANOVA® PLY ILO and

BANOVA® FLEX.  The base mate-
rial for all three types is the same,
they are made of FSC®-certified
balsa veneer. Balsa lumber is very
soft and light, with a coarse,
open grain. The typical density is
about 160 kg/m³ (10 lb/cu ft).
The balsa tree is the fastest grow-
ing tree in the world. It can grow
from a tiny seedling to an adult
30 meters (90 feet) high in about
five to seven years. 3A
Composites owns and manages
several thousand hectares of
FSC®-certified balsa plantations
in Ecuador (Plantaciones de Balsa

Plantabal S.A.). Its own cultiva-
tion from seedling to the tree
ensure sustainable forest man-
agement and local manufactu-
ring enables to provide a conti-
nuous supply of 100% FSC®-cer-
tified products to industrial
customers. 

BANOVA® offers minimal weight
and yet great stability - sustaina-
bly! Moreover, BANOVA® can be
combined with different materials
in order to influence specific pro-
perties. So there are hardly any
limits as to where it can be used,

whether furniture and interiors
for vehicles or walls ceilings and
components in construction. As a
solid wooden material, BANOVA®

does not require any special
machines or tools and it can easi-
ly be processed by all interior out-
fitters and cabinetmakers.
Furthermore, conventional faste-
ning solutions can be used becau-
se BANOVA® does not require any
inserts or special fasteners. All
BANOVA® products are Water
Boil Proof (WBP) and Marine
Grade, all bondings are free of
formaldehyde (NAF).

BANOVA® PLY is a lightweight plywood consisting of adhesively bonded balsa
veneers. Owing to the varying panel thicknesses, processing variants and its
combination with different facings, it is extremely versatile in use. When com-
bined with facings such as aluminum, decorative hardwood veneers, HDF or
birch plywood, the properties of the material can be specifically optimized in
terms of rigidity, load-bearing capacity, impact resistance, scratch resistance
and visual appearance. Besides being lightweight and environmentally compa-
tible, BANOVA® PLY offers the possibility of using existing woodworking tools
as well as connecting techniques.

3 A Composites (3AC) is a division of the publicly listed
Swiss Company Schweiter Technologies AG, with a

world-wide leading position in composite materials,
panels and components for architectural, transportation
and display markets. 3AC is fully backward integrated in
balsa based products, owning FSC®-certified balsa planta-
tions in Ecuador and conversion activities in Europe,
America and Asia.

Company Profile

BANOVA® the sustainable weight saving solution for motorhome & caravan

BANOVA® PLY with aluminumBANOVA® PLY with high pressure laminate
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BANOVA® PLY ILO is a
balsa veneer based
lightweight plywood
with ilomba hardwood
faces. The hardwood
faces enhance the surfa-
ce resistance and the
rigidity of the panel. The
smooth and even faces
make it a good base for overlaying with ultra-thin decorative papers and
foils. This finish is broadly used in the caravan and RV industry.

Michael van Enschot - Sales Manager Europe Banova
michael.vanenschot@3acomposites.com - Ph. +49 1722317343

New FRANKIA series T72 with BANOVA interior

The German RV manufacturer Frankia introduced BANOVA® in their new 3.5t Serie T72,
launched at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2014. Using BANOVA® for the interior cabi-
netry reduces the vehicle weight by around 100 kg. “Weight saving is the biggest chal-
lenge in the RV sector. BANOVA® is the solution to offer our customer highest payload
and comfort”, expresses Thomas Pfister, sales director at Frankia. The BANOVA® panels
have been laminated by the German Vöhringer Group, the leading supplier to the
European Caravan Industry.  

BANOVA® PLY ILO with paper lamination

BANOVA® FLEX is a highly flexible bending
plywood used for curved components. In
conjunction with thin facings, small radius
can be created with only one layer of
BANOVA® FLEX, where traditional bending
plywood would require two or more layers.

Besides being lightweight and environmen-
tally compatible, BANOVA® FLEX offers the
possibility of using existing woodworking
tools as well as established connecting and
bonding techniques.
Just as BANOVA® can be produced with the
most diverse properties, there are also hard-
ly any restrictions when it comes to using
them. Fronts, desktop and body parts of

furniture, panelling and cladding, floor
panels, structural components, industrial
applications.

BANOVA® PLY ILO – light with high end face finish

BANOVA® FLEX – light and flexible

BANOVA® FLEX


